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In Defence of the Old "E"
Ҍҭ: an ancient written sign which
 
could neither  be pronounced  






Winter  Palace burns. I annotate;  
high
 
on charred timberwork  a logos  gusts  
in strawberry
 
emberpoint, 'Pterosaur.'  
Yet, when they roped and pulled the Eagle down





all unknowing choked themselves, because  
behind the bird, the throne, the secret police,





which the icon  grew was  safe,  
netted in an 'e' gone mute. 'Pterosaur'
 [lit., 'of
 
pteric ruins']. Enunciate—  
"Pterosaur;" scaled birds whose
 
earliest  serfs  
are not recalled in any
 
document,  
between the 'p' and 't' in
 
hosts  you hide  
on plosive lips, ('pt)'—hear them, perhaps?
 
A hole  
so holy that any
 
vowel just veils the 'pit/  
'pet/ 'pat,' 'put,' 'pot'—the rusty flocks rustle
 towards
 
a counter-sign. Invert 'p' (Ҍ):  
press 't' through
 
it ('ҭ');  much  as wind-weltered grass  
holds at its root
 
a palimpsest of storm,  
so ('Ҍҭ'), lips the mute egg
 
of origin.
Of course, having bloodied a
 
velvet  wall,  
levelled some
 
tombs, and tried to prove each thing  
again from the beginning, new fire-faced men needs must
 enter our mouth, as though it
 
were  
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compositors and pupils
 
of the State  
from any silent sign (rut
 
on the road  
to National Literacy). Memos will pass:
 "Cut
 
out the mother  tongue." Response, "It's  lost."  
"Try
 
Nikolai 2, under  Romanov:  
the iron death mask's mouth." "Mouth gone."
 Crated Romanov
 
heads, "For Dental Frisk,"  
pack
 
corridors in the Academy.
Ambitious clerks, discovering
 
that  the mouths  
of monuments are to be limed, stock
 
pile  
iconic lips. The Enlightenment
 becomes
 
impassable.  Among the grit  
and whitewash scabs,
 
their pamphlets  for Day  One  
rot,
 
unissued, odd editorials stained  
as though by
 
droppings. Our mother  tongue recedes  
back through the loop
 
of an outmoded sign,  
latch-key to vast and solemn orthographies,
 whose
 
corridors of breath palatially  
extend into the
 
night-spit  of the clerks;
clerks,
 
from the Academy of Sciences,  
who broke the eagle's
 
neck. Under their tongues  
an earlier origin
 
still waits for them."
The essay "In
 
Defence of the Old E," by Valerian Chudovsky, was  
published in Apollon, nos. 4-5 (April-May
 
1917). Apollon closed  
down in 1918. That
 
the 'p'  should  be  sounded in Tterosaur" is  a  
conceit, by and within
 
whose silence the  silent "E" is  imagined.
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